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Abstract—As planar MOSFETs is approaching its physical
scaling limitation, FinFET becomes one of the most promising
alternative structure to keep on the industry scaling-down trend
for future technology generations of 22 nm and beyond. In this
paper, we propose a unified reliability model of Negative Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI) and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI)
for double-gate and triple-gate FinFETs, towards a practical
reliability assessment method for future FinFETs based circuits.
The model is based on the reaction-diffusion theory and extends
it such that it covers the FinFET specific geometrical structures.
Apart of introducing the reliability model we also investigate
the circuit performance degradation due to NBTI and HCI in
order to create the premises for its utilization for assessing
and monitoring the Integrated Circuits (ICs) aging process. To
validate our model we simulated NBTI and HCI degradation and
compared the obtained Vth shift prediction with the one evaluated
based on experimental data. The simulations suggest that our
model characterize the NBTI and HCI process with accuracy
and it is computationally efficient, which makes it suitable
for utilization in reliability-aware architectures as reliability
prediction/assesment kernel for lifetime reliability management
mechanisms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
An aggressive device dimension scailing of the Integrated
Circuits (ICs) has been going on for the past decades while the
supply voltage is not scaled proportionately, which inevitably
leads to a rising reliability concern on multiple degradation
mechanisms, such as Negative Bias Temperature Instability
(NBTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) [1]–[5], gate-oxide wear
out, and so on. When the industry is entering the nanoscale
era, the worries about reliability is even worsened, as their
bottom-up manufactering processes are inherently prone to
defects and their runtime faults are expected to be high, caused
by shunkened device demensions and low supply voltages.
Consequently, it has become necessary to introduce some
reliability management schemes to make the system meet the
lifetime specifications in advanced process nodes.
The priori lifetime requirements are mostly made based on
worst-case assumptions, which leads to highly conservative
margins on technology parameters, like supply voltages. In
order to take full advantage of the technology improvement,

new reliability prediction and assessment models with good
accuracy and low complexity can be introduced, then efficient
reliability-aware architectures could be implemented in future.
Moreover, apart from the pessimism implied in traditional
methodologies requires to be revised, new characteristics of
novel nanescale devices should be also taken into considerration in the new scheme for reliability management, as
the conventional MOSFET planar structure is approaching its
physical limits. Among various emerging devices for future
nanotechnology circuits and systems, the multi-gate field effect
transistors, e.g., MuFETs [6], FinFETs [7], represent one of the
most promising alternative structures, due to their improved
electrostatic control and drive current, therefore reduced Short
Channel Effect (SCE) relative to bulk CMOS technology. The
new geometrical features of these new structures introduce
new degradation processes to the device.
Within all the degradations a device experiences during
its operational life, the NBTI and HCI stresses have a very
similiar physical progress. Both of these degradations are
related to the generation of interface traps causing Si dangling
bonds at the Si/SiO2 interface. NBTI is prominent in PMOS
devices along the entire channel when negative gate-to-source
voltage is applied, while HCI is prominent in NMOS devices
and occurs near the drain end due to the ”hot” carriers
accelerated in the channel. The interface traps accumulates
at the Si/SiO2 interface then cause a threshold voltage (Vth )
shift, which results in poor drive current and shorter device and
circuit lifetime. Recent experimental investigations indicate
that MuFET devices with standard orientation exhibit worse
NBTI than planar devices due to the higher availability of SiH bonds at the (110) oriented fin sidewalls [1]. Furthermore, a
self-heating effect [8] caused by the SOI body may speed up
the NBTI degradation for its thermal-activated nature. FinFET
exhibits an improved HCI immunity with decreasing fin width
[5], however, its immunity significantly depends on several
factors, such as interface state generation, self heating effect,
and temperature-dependent bandgap energy [9]. As a result,
NBTI and HCI remains major reliability concerns for the
FinFET devices and its circuits.

II. R ELIABILITY M ODEL FOR NBTI AND HCI
A. Basic R-D Model

Fig. 1.

SOI FinFET Schematic View.

NBTI and HCI have been well studied and understood for
planar structure MOSFETs. Traditionally, NBTI degradations
are modeled by Reaction-Diffusion (R-D) model [10]–[12],
and HCI degradations are mainly modeled by ”lucky-electron”
model [13]. HCI can also be modeled under R-D theory
framework as well [14], and a geometry-dependent unified
R-D model for NBTI and HCI has been proposed for planar
and surround-gate MOSFET [11]. However, for one thing, that
model doesn’t capture all the FinFET’s features, e.g., the high
aspect (HSi /WSi ) ratio. For another thing, the impact of NBTI
and HCI degradations on the circuits performance has been not
well studied yet, while general and accurate reliability models
for future circuit designs, especially for the lifetime reliability
management, would be extremely helpful. Furthermore, the RD model uses threshold voltage Vth shift as a proxy of NBTI
or HCI stress, while lucky-electron model uses peak substrate
current Isub . This will increase the computation complexity
and resource consumption of the implementation for reliability
management, because two different kinds of sensors for voltage and current respectively have to be introduced. Since both
degradations can be modeled under the same R-D framework,
a unified aging model of NBTI and HCI stress will give future
benifit on simplicity and efficiency for implementation.
In this paper, we propose a unified NBTI and HCI degradation model for double-gate and triple-gate FinFETs. The
models fall under the R-D theory framework and captures
the FinFET specific geometrical aspects. The proposed model
unifies NBTI and HCI degradations, which simplifies the
simulation complexity thus makes it suitable for its utilization
in circuit simulation. Moreover, based on this reliability model,
we also introduce a due to NBTI and HCI circuit performance
degradation model that is able to capture and predict the aging
process inside the ICs. To validate our model we simulated
NBTI and HCI degradation and compared the obtained Vth
shift prediction with the one evaluated based on experimental
data. The simulations suggest that our model characterize the
NBTI and HCI process with accuracy and it is computationally
efficient, which makes it potentially applicable for lifetime
reliability management schemes to be included in reliabilityaware architectures.

As mentioned before, NBTI and HCI are the physically
origins for the Si-H/Si-O bonds breakage at the Si/SiO2 interface. NBTI occurs in negatively biased transistors at elevated
temperature. Holes from the inversion layer can tunnel into the
gate oxide, break the Si-H bond leaving behind an interface
trap. While in hot carrier injection process, the energetic ”hot”
electrons accelerated by the lateral electric field in the channel
can inject themselves into the oxide near the drain and cause
an interface trap too. The H atom released in this process diffuses away from the Si/SiO2 interface. Consequently, interface
charges are induced, raising the threshold voltage Vth .
Conventionally, NBTI and HCI are modeled separately.
While it might be possible to evaluate these degradations
individually in experiments and testing, it is hardly to separate
them in a real operating circuits. Therefore, when targeting an
online IC lifetime management able to capture and predict
aging phenomena, a unified aging model is of interest as it reduces the resource overhead and the complexity of monitoring
process.
Given the initial concentration of the Si-H bonds, i.e., N0 ,
the net rate of increase in interface trap density is given by
N BT I
dNIT
(0)
= kf (N0 − NIT ) − kr NIT NH
(1)
dt
where kf and kr are the forward and reverse reaction rates,
(0)
respectively. NH is the hydrogen density at the Si/SiO2
interface.
The generated hydrogen species diffuse away from the
interface toward the gate, driven by the gradient of the density.
The process is governed by the Fick’s law, as follows

dNH
= DH · ∇2 NH ,
(2)
dt
where DH is hydrogen diffusion constant. This diffusion
equation is geometry dependent, thus its solution requires fabrication technology details for the device under consideration,
i.e., FinFET in our case.
B. Hydrogen Diffusion in Finite-Size Space
According to [15] the interface trap generation rate is very
slow, thus we can assume that dNIT /dt ≈ 0 and NIT ≪ N0 ,
case in which Equation (1) can be simplified as follows:
0
NIT NH
≈

kf
N0 .
kr

(3)

Given that one hydrogen atom is associated with an interface
trap, the total number of broken Si-H bonds equals the total
hydrogen concentration in the gate stack, which results in the
following interface trap density:
Z xDF (t)
NH (x, t)dx,
(4)
NIT (t) =
0

where xDF (t) = f (DH , t) is the length of the hydrogen
diffusion front.

One can easily conclude from Equations (6) to (8) that the
rate of traps generation is certainly determined by the device
structure.
C. NBTI and HCI in FinFETs

Fig. 2. Schematic view of cross section for (a) Double-Gate FinFET; (b)
Triple-Gate FinFET. The main deference between these two structures is that
Double-Gate FinFET has a thick dielectric hard mask on the top of the Fin.

Fig. 3. Interface traps generation and hydrogen diffusion in Double-Gate
(DB) FinFET Channel (top-view): (a) NBTI in DB FinFET; (b) HCI in DB
FinFET.

For 1-D √
diffusion, the diffusion front can be expressed as
xDF (t) = DH t. Substituting this value in Equation (4) we
obtain:
Z √D H t
p
1
NH (x, t)dx = NH (0) DH t.
NIT (t) =
(5)
2
0

Inserting NIT according to Equation (5) into Equation (3)
results in the following 1-D diffusion interface trap density:
r
1
k f N0
1−D
(DH t) 4 .
(6)
NIT =
2kr
The 1-D diffusion hypothesis is based on the assumption
that the gate plane has an infinite extent relative to the diffusion
front, thus the source of reaction is a 2-D surface. When device
dimension shrinks or the geometrical structure changes, the
shape of the trap generation source can degrade into a line at
the device edge or a dot at the corner, which give 2-D diffusion
and 3-D diffusion of hydrogen, respectively. Solving Equation
(4) in a similar way as above for 2-D and 3-D diffusion
models, respectively, results in the following interface trap
densities [16]:
r
1
πkf N0
2−D
(DH t) 2 ,
(7)
NIT =
12kr
r
3
πkf N0
3−D
NIT =
(DH t) 4 .
(8)
24kr

For a Double Gate (DG)-FinFET as depicted in Figure 2a,
with a presence of hard mask on the top of the fin body, the
degradation at the top corners can be neglected since the hard
mask is designed to eliminate the parasitic inversion channels
at there. With this assumption, we can consider that the DGFinFET is equivalent with a normal planar double-gate device.
Thus, the hydrogen diffusion due to NBTI and HCI can be
illustrated as in Figure 3. The NBTI degradation now happens
at both sidewall Si/SiO2 interface with 1-D hydrogen diffusion,
using Equation (6) the interface trap density can be estimated
as follows:
s
1
kf N0S
1−D
DG
(DH t) 4 ,
(9)
NIT,N
BT I (t) = NIT (t) =
2kr
where N0S is the Si-H bond density available at the sidewall
interface. We note inhere that the reaction rates kf , kr and
the diffusion front distance DH all have a temperate dependance, which can be expressed with the Arrhenius equation
k = Aexp(−Ea /kB T ).
For the HCI stress process, the hydrogen diffusion follows
a 1-D rule in the velocity saturation region and a 2-D rule at
the pinch-off point (see Figure 3b). In view of that, by using
Equation (3), (6) and (7), and conducting a derivation similar
to the work in [16] for the DG-FinFET geometrical structure,
we obtain the interface density due to the combination of these
two diffusion processes as follows:
s

1
1
2kf N0HCI
π · (DH t) 2
DG
2
NIT,HCI (t) =
(DH t) +
,
kr
6Lm
(10)
where Lm is the velocity saturation region length. The
initial ”hot” carrier concertration N0HCI is given by
Id −ϕIT /qλEm
e
, Id /W is the channel current density, ϕIT
N0 W
is the critical energy for interface-state generation, λ is the
mean-free-path and Em is the peak lateral-electric field [13].
A simple approximation of Lm can be expressed as follows
[17]:
r
2ǫSi
[VDS + φbi − (VDSSat + φ0 )],
(11)
Lm =
qNA
where NA is the channel dopant concentration, φ0 is the
bulk potential, and φbi is the build-in p-n junction potential.
Assuming that φ0 ≈ φbi , we obtain
r
2ǫSi
Lm =
(VDS − VDSSat ).
(12)
qNA
In the case of Triple Gate (TG)-FinFET, the corner effect
must be taken into account. In [16] the authors proposed a
model for TG-FinFET, but it is for a square channel case in
which the equality of the width and height of the Si body

reaching some fraction P (in practice, this critical portion of
a parameter degradation is defined to be 10% [18]) of the
voltage threshold to be the End-of-Life, the aging status and
its upper limit can be expressed as
∆Vth
≡ NIT (t) ≤ P.
Vth
B. Lifetime Reliability Management
Aging =

Fig. 4.

Inverter NBTI and HCI Stresses Time Windows.

is assumed. Inhere we give a more generalized TG-FinFET
model as follows:
s

 21
1
2kf N0S
π · (DH t)
TG
(DH t) 2 +
,
NIT,N BT I (t) =
kr
6HSi + 3WSi
(13)
where HSi and WSi are the height and width of the Si body,
respectively. For this case the HCI interface distribution will
more complex due to the existence of the top gate in TGFinFET. To simplify the issue, we assume that the top gate
causes a modulation of the velocity saturation region length,
by introducing a fitting parameter λ, case in which Equation
(10) can be reformulated as follows:
s

1
1
2kf N0S
π · (DH t) 2
TG
. (14)
(DH t) 2 +
NIT,HCI (t) =
kr
6λLm
The threshold voltage degradation induced by interface
charges is given by
∆Vth (t) =

qtox NIT (t)
qNIT
=
,
Cox
ǫox HSi Lg

(15)

where tox is the gate oxide thickness, ǫox is the oxide dielectric
constant, and Lg is the gate length. So far, we obtained the
reliationship between device parameter Vth and interface state
density. In principle, Vth shift is proportional with the number
of interface traps at the Si/SiO2 , which is a good proxy for
the aging status of the device.
III. L IFETIME R ELIABILITY M ANAGEMENT
A. Lifetime and Aging Definition
To an electronic device or circuit, the term ”Lifetime” means
the time until an important material/device parameter degrades
to a point that the device or circuit can no longer function
properly in its intended application. Hence, by defining ∆Vth

(16)

Lifetime reliability management implies two concepts: reliability assessment and reliability prediction, which are associated to the current and the future reliability status, respectively.
In order to implement an online reliability management
system, the current reliability status must to be firstly understood. The model we introduced in previous section is
assumed to work under a DC condition. From the perspective
of circuit operation, NBTI and HCI stresses have different time
windows. HCI stresses the device only during the switching
period when current flows through the channel, while NBTI
happens even when the source/drain voltage is zero. The stress
time window for NBTI and HCI is illustrated in Figure 4 for an
inverter circuit. This stress time window is characterized by the
device duty cycle, which is application specific. Furthermore,
NBTI degradation has a well-known recovery subprocess when
the stress is released [10]. In the work [19], the author gives
the relationship between AC and DC stress condition, which
is:
∆NIT (AC)

=
=

αef f · ∆NIT (DC)
s Z
2 (t)
1 t0 VGS
dt∆NIT (DC),(17)
2
t0 0 VGS,max

where t0 is a sufficiently long time period such that t0 ≫ Tclk
and Tclk is the cycle period. By combining Equation (16) and
(17) we obtain the following expression of the aging under
AC conditions:
∆Aging(AC) = ∆NIT (AC) = αef f · ∆NIT (DC). (18)
Thus, we can have the current aging status evaluated as
Z t
n
X
∆Vth (AC)
· ti ,
(19)
dAdt =
Aging =
Vth
0
0

where ti is the ith time interval between two adjacent measurements.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

With trillions of transistors on a single chip in modern
ICs, the aging process will further degrade into a failure
distribution, rather than in an analytical curve as predicted by
our model. Since in this paper we focus on the prediction of the
evolution of the degradations in time, we carry on the model
evaluation on one device only, i.e., an inverter as presented in
Figure 4.
The main parameters of our model are as follows: (i) the
reaction rate constants, kf and kr , and the diffusion front
distance DH , all of them being temperature dependent. For
these parameters, the Arrhenius model is utilized then all of
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To verify our proposal, NBTI and HCI Vth shift prediction
are evaluated based on experimental data in [1], [20], and
[21] and compared with the degradations predicted by our
model. We note that the fitting parameter values utilized in
the reliability model we proposed were derived based on
the technology definition and experiments . The results are
depicted in Figure 5 for NBTI and in Figure 6 for HCI.
Note that in the figures the solid lines correspond to the
predicted values while the individual points correspond to
values computed based on experimental data. One can observe
that our proposal provides a good accuracy when compared
with data derived from experiments. Worth to mention that
for NBTI we obtain a root-mean-square-error less than 2%.
The HCI prediction is less accurate however, since HCI has a
dependence on the lateral electric field (Em ) and gate voltage,
while NBTI just depends on the gate voltage only. In order
to improve the accuracy of HCI model, more precise model
for the lateral electric field distribution and pinch-off length
should be introduced and this constitute a future work subject.
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By modeling NBTI and HCI stesses in a unified R-D
model framework, the number of fitting parameters in our
model decrease significantly, then it further simplifies the
parameter extraction model computation progress. Hence, a
higher performance can be achieved by our model when
comparing with other models, e.g., [22]. Furthermore, the
degradation caused by NBTI and HCI stresses is indicated
by a single proxy, i.e. threshold voltage shift ∆Vth , which
reduces the resource consumption of the implementation for
reliability management, since only one kind of aging sensor for
voltage have to be introduced. In view of that the proposed
model can be implemented with less resources and requires
less computation effort, thus it enables a potential simple monitoring and prediction agent for reliability-aware computation
architectures and platforms.

model

∆V

them turn to depend on an activation energy, Ef , Er , and EH ,
respectively. Those activation energies can be measured by
experiments and only depend on materials; (ii) the technology
and geometry related parameters, e.g., ǫSi , N0 , NA , HSi , WSi ,
which values can be derived from technology specifications;
(iii) electronic parameters, which are VDS , VDSSat , Em , Lm
and can be calculated by SPICE alike models; and (iv) the
fitting parameters introduced in our model. They are the
modulation fitting parameter λ in Equation (14), which can
be extracted by HCI test for TG-FinFETs relative to DGFinFETs, and the AC effective activity factor αef f in Equation
(17), which is application specified and can be deduced via
application profiling.
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We also conducted a simple evaluation on the proposed
unified reliability model, which results are depicted in Figure
7. From Figure 7, it can be observed that the Vth shift increases
fast initially and changes decreasing slowly after that. This is
due to the power-law of the hydrogen diffusion rate, therefore
the interface state generation rate.
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Vth degradation due to the combined effect of NBTI and HCI.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed a unified reliability model for
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and Hot Carrier
Injection (HCI) degradation specific for double-gate and triplegate FinFETs and circuits. The proposed model is based on
the reaction-diffusion theory and extends it such that it covers
the FinFET specifics. Moreover we also investigated the circuit
performance degradation due to NBTI and HCI in order to create the premises for the utilization of our proposal in assessing
and monitoring the Integrated Circuits (ICs) aging process. To
validate our model we simulated NBTI and HCI degradation
and compared the obtained Vth shift prediction with the
one evaluated based on experimental data. Our simulations
suggest that the proposed model characterize the NBTI and
HCI process with accuracy and it is computationally efficient,
therefore we are currently working towards its implementation
into lifetime reliability management mechanisms to make part
of reliability-aware architectures.
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